Abstract. The aim of this work is to develop an algorithm that allows the common refinement of non-coincident meshes composed of arbitrary 3D surfaces elements (triangles, quad elements). This study is motivated by computations in geologic applications which involve complex geometries with heterogeneous components and geologic faults. The resulting meshes are linked through a continuous bijection in order to ensure the accuracy and the conservativity of the data transferring through the surfaces. The strategy adopted consists, first, of the simultaneous convexification of the two surfaces by the mean of points connections. A projection according to given normals is then achieved. The mesh quality improved by applying a surface smoothing should accelerate the procedure convergence.
Introduction
Modern geologic simulations on complex geometries require specific modeling tools for the accurate representation of heterogeneous components. The associated meshes evolve according to a displacement field provided by a geologist, which must preserve the initial heterogeneity distribution. The displacements are defined a priori at a few time steps, and then continuously interpolated between two given positions. Moreover, topological modifications may appear such as fractures, defining geologic faults. Computing transport of information through a fault is one of the goal of this project. The co-refinement (common refinement) of two non-coincident mesh surfaces aims at providing a mesh which links the refined surfaces by mean of a continuous bijection. This co-refinement must allow various numerical strategies through the faults, either relying on volume mesh adaptation or specifically designed numerical schemes in the context of extended stencil finite volume methods.
The first part of this project consists in defining a co-refinement algorithm which satisfies some properties ensuring the stability of the scheme. The second part consists in developing a prototype to test the algorithms on realistic non-coincident meshes (with large gaps, overlaps, non planar surfaces...).
A more accurate outline of the fault context may help to discuss on. A fault is defined as the gap between two volumes. Then a fault is modeled by the two oriented surface meshes provided by the boundaries of the two unstructured volume mesh. However, due to the independent evolution of the volume meshes, some overlaps may appear (figures 1, 2). By construction, our fault surfaces are in general surface open mesh without holes, but we can only consider triangle elements. By the applications, the two fault surfaces are close but discretized by two independent ways. Building a relevant continuous bijection between their surfaces (where it is possible) is a compulsory step towards more complex simulations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: first, the existing methods, not adopted for reasons of nonsuitability for our case, are overviewed. Section 2 presents a reformulation of our problem and the algorithms developped to perform the convexification. Finally, in section 3, our different works during CEMRACS are described and some numerical results are presented.
Overview of available technics
At the beginning of the study, the co-refinement of surfaces seemed to be a classical and simple algorithm. Our constraints were to define a fast and self-consistent algorithm during the Cemracs summer school (4 weeks). Note that, the bijection we seek must be explicit and constructive, so that we will able to compute properties on faces in bijection.
The first step was to study available techniques and knowledge in the open litterature. In this way, we obtain some leads.
Levelsets methods
The goal of levelsets methods [1, 8] is to move fronts and interfaces (of codimension one bounding an open domain) by an evolution equation (PDE), for example to transport a surface Γ 1 to a second surface Γ 2 .
One of the advantages of this method is to manage topological variations like the variation of the connected component variation. To adapt this method for the capture of the final surface, this technique uses some mesh tools and adaptative remeshing which are not freely available in IFP.
This method was judged to much costly (require to solve several linear system) and not accessible in a short time (require to develop complex mesh tools).
Surfaces parametrization methods
The surfaces parametrization techniques examined here come from the imagery methods such as morphing (e.g. faces). These techniques rely on the transformation of the one-to-one surfaces. Methods for parametrization of 3D meshes have been studied by a number of researchers [2, 9, 11] . Most of them map the surface of the mesh to a plane by solving linear equation systems while others build a mapping between the mesh surface and the surface of a sphere and have to solve systems of nonlinear equations. Nevertheless, these techniques need the prior knowledge of some common positions (e.g. locations of the eyes) in order to obtain a reasonable transformation. Moreover, some algorithms add constraints to reduce distortion.
Temporary volume mesh
More convenient techniques based on volume meshes have been considered. These techniques require compatible boundary surfaces. Then a volume mesh with these surfaces (either a covering volume mesh or a inter-surface volume mesh) is not obvious, moreover when the surfaces are overlapped (no guarantee of obtaining a valid mesh in terms of forcing front). First, these techniques rely on complex and non free tools not available in this form at the IFP. Second, we know that the automaticity and reliability are not guaranteed (even if they are high quality tools). Therefore, any technique employing this plea was not accepted.
Problem description and general algorithmic
Our objective is to define a continuous bijection between the two surface sections. Hence, we have to establish a bijection when this is possible and to locate the sections where there is no possibility to get a bijection.
The first natural choices are to consider the orthogonal projection or the projection using the closest point. Since the surfaces are not coincident, these projection appeared to be unable to provide a continuous bijection for different reasons illustrated by the examples in figure 3 . As it can be seen from the figure 3.a, the orthogonal projection is not its own inverse (non involutary). The figure 3.b shows that the projection of the vertex p is not univocal (more than one solution). The projection by the closest point is also discarded because it is not injective as shown in figure 3 .c.
Taking into account the previous cases, we opted for a projection using a continuous direction on the face [5] which may be a continuous bijection if there is no non visible points as shown in figure 4 . For simplicity, we wrote here only 2D calculations. There aren't no more difficulties in 3D.
Jiao and Heath [5, 6] defines a continuous projection ψ between two surfaces. This projection is based on a directional projection between Master and Slave surfaces. We summarize this process as follows.
B i be two non-coincident surfaces. Γ 0 is considered as the Master surface, if it defines projection directions, and Γ 1 is considered as the Slave surface. Let d : p ∈ Γ 0 → R 3 be a projection direction defined by the continuous normal at node d(p). 
with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and γ ∈ R where γ is the distance between the points p and q. We have just to solve the following linear system
It should be noted that the projections on the Slave surface are not necessarily vertices of Γ 1 . As a consequence, we have to create some new points on the Slave surface mesh and there exist also nodes on Γ 1 which have not inverse image on Γ 0 . Therefore, we need to perform a second projection in the inverse direction to get the continuous bijection that we are looking for.
2.1.2.
Inverse "Slave-Master" projection:
This part is more interesting since it uses an implicit definition of the projection. p is the projection of q according to the direction d on the edge
with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 and γ ∈ R This leads to the resolution of a non linear system.
1-Two edges intersection
Let A = [A 0 A 1 ] be an edge of the Master surface Γ 0 and B = [B 0 B 1 ] an edge of the Slave surface Γ 1 . In contrast with the 2D case, here we look for q ∈ B and p ∈ A such as :
This leads to solve the following set of non linear equations
2-Node-face intersection
As specified above, the node-face intersection is made of two steps: -Projection Master node onto Slave face (straightforward) -Projection Slave node onto Master face : As in the previous step, we have q = p + γd(p) Let T be a triangulation of the Master face obtained only from its vertices. We proceed by seeking p the image of the point q by the projection on a triangle (A 0 , A 1 , A 2 ) of the face. So the barycentric form can be written as follows
Thus, we obtain the following non-linear set of equations:
Works for improving this numerical algorithm are still on going.
Algorithm for non-smooth surfaces
The previous directional projection defines a surjection between parts of the Master and Slave surfaces. In the following, we only consider Γ 0 and Γ 1 as their restricted parts where this surjection defined. By continuity, we can prove that surjective parts are connected. So, non bijective parts are deduced from the non surjective parts and are usually close to boundary of these surfaces.
Even if this surjection is only well defined on parts of these surfaces, this algorithm helps to define a bijection between surfaces as long as direction vectors defined on vertex of Master surface do not cross in front of the Slave surface ( figure 5 ). This fact assumes that the surfaces are close, smooth and well discretized, but our fault However, we know that an orthogonal projection τ on a convex surface is well defined, so that, if there is no invisible point (figure 4), this projection defines a bijection.
Furthermore, a directional projection ψ = τ −1 from a convex Master surface to a Slave surface without non visible point is also well defined.
Hence, the main idea is to define a bijection ψ, more precisely a homeomorphism, between the smoothed surfacesΓ 0 andΓ 1 themselves in bijection with the original surfaces Γ 0 and Γ 1 through φ 0 and φ 1 respectively. The final transformation sought is then written as the composition φ 0 • ψ • φ −1
1 . It follows that we need to construct these functions φ i .
We will build smooth surfacesΓ 0 andΓ 1 as the (oriented) convex hulls of the initial surfaces Γ 0 and Γ 1 . It is not mandatory to build the convex hull of the Slave surface but the transformation acts also as a smoother which will remove non visible points.
Let remark that, when we consider two fault surfaces, a global convexification of each surface is not compulsory. To obtain a well defined projection we only need a local convex behavior. This local behavior is parametrized by the relative local distance between the surfaces. The part will not be exposed here.
As the main step of the bijection algorithm, we will consider the full convexification procedure of one surface Γ 0 which leads to consider the projection between Γ 0 and a plane at infinity. This is the goal that we want to achieve.
Convexification of a surface
We seek an explicit and constructive bijection. A way is to consider an iterative algorithm which converges to the convex hull of the surface (in a sense to define). Each step of the convexification algorithm contributes to the bijection φ which transforms Γ toΓ. Hence, each step of this iterative method must be a local bijective transform which improves the convexity and the transform φ will be the composition of all these steps.
2D Convexifaction
The 2D convexification is a convenient way to introduce the convexifaction algorithm (Algorithm 3.1).
Remove V p from the mesh. end until a convexification operation has not been done successfully ;
This algorithm replaces concave neighborhood V p of a node p by a convex approximation (a new edge e). However, this algorithm acts only on non constrained nodes, that are in our applications the interior nodes, which are non boundary nodes. As described before, the direction d(p) defines first on each node p the direction of projection and moreover, the local orientation of the surface (as a concave or convex neighborhood). This continuous direction is used even for the associated nodes. An associated node p is a node which has been removed in a local convexification step (V p was concave) and projected on the new edge e. At this level, p becomes a non physical nodes of the mesh. That is why each edge of the mesh may support several associated nodes p i which may be projected using directions d(p i ) if their edge support is removed in a local convexification step (figure 6). Figure 6 . Example of simultaneous convexification procedure and points projection in 2D case. First, V p is detected as concave. Then, one replaces it by a new edge and projects p following d(p) as an associated node p . At the next step, the same process is applied for q which implies to project p as p following d(p ).
3D convexification
The 3D convexification algorithm is not as straightforward as the 2D one. First, the local convexification step of the 2D algorithm may be seen in two different ways:
(1) the merge of a node to a neighbor node.
(2) the connection of the neighbor nodes by a new mesh. In 2D case, this is reduced to an edge line. By these ways, the local convexification is more or less ill posed. First, how to move a node on a surface without folding its neighborhood ? Second, how to mesh a 3D polygonal curve without any interior point ?
At this point, we have chosen to try the first approach. Indeed, when we study how to build a surface mesh from its boundary, we observe that this mesh is not only constrained by the neighborhood but also by the entire mesh ( figure 7 ): a local reconstruction may intersect a non local part of the mesh. The only way we find to solve efficiently this is to include the surface mesh into a volume mesh. This new volume mesh helps to avoid auto-intersection of the surface. However, as described in the first part, at this level of this work, we avoid any dependency to a complex volume mesh generator. Figure 7 . Example of complex surface which consists in the superposition of two saddle points. If one of these saddle points is merged, the surface becomes self-intersected. This is not realistic fault surface but may appear during the convexification algorithm.
This problem may also appear with the merge of two nodes, but we have estimated that this approach is simpler (a posteriori, at this level, this choice is not so clear).
Moreover, to ensure an iterative algorithm which converges towards the convex hull, we will only allow steps which improve the convexification. In this way, we will define two operations:
(1) The node merge: removing a node which is not on the convex hull. Hence, this step reduces the complexity of the surface. (2) The edge swap: swapping an edge which is not on the convex hull. We cannot prove a formal convergence of the algorithm, but this improve the convexity either by reducing the number of free nodes with a local node convexification (which implies a convergence to something since the number of nodes is finite) or by a local edge convexification (which is stable if the orientation of the surface is well defined).
Node merge

A node is not on the convex hull, if its neighborhood is not convex (according to the orientation of the surface).
A node p may be merged, only if it is not on the convex hull. The convex hull is implicitly defined when all nodes and edges local neighborhood are convex. Once the target node q selected, the merge operation is performed as removing p from the mesh and replacing p by q in all local faces connected to p. This operation may produce degenerated faces which are then removed. Moreover, we want to ensure that after each merge the surface mesh is still consistent.
Edge swap
This step requires that the surface is only composed by triangles. An edge may be swapped only if the associated fold is not convex according to the orientation of the surface. The convexity of a fold is easily estimated by computing the sign of the associated tetrahedron volume. Following figure 8 , for swapping edge n 3 n 4 , we compute sign of the volume of tetrahedron n 1 n 3 n 4 n 2 . Since this one is positive, this fold is concave. Then, we check if this swap will imply new concave folds (what we want to avoid). For this, we check if the projection signs −−→ n 3 n 4 · −−→ n 3 n 1 , −−→ n 3 n 4 · −−→ n 3 n 2 , −−→ n 4 n 3 · −−→ n 4 n 1 and −−→ n 4 n 3 · −−→ n 4 n 2 are all positive what ensure that n 3 n 4 and n 1 n 2 edge projections are intersected (this may also be interpreted as triangle orientations). 
3D Algorithm
Algorithm 3.2 follows the 2D algorithm including the node merge and edge swap as defined above. Most of this algorithm used the same ideas. First, it processes only non constrained nodes and edges. The main difference is the strict definition of a convex area. We use an heuristic one which defines saddle points as not concave and not convex. That is why we exclude them from the process. However, the exact definition of a saddle point is not easy to use at the numerical level: a saddle point comes from two local curvatures with different signs [3, 12] . The main problem comes from the estimation of the local behavior (saddle point, concave, convex) around a node. The projection direction as defined before helps but may also introduce some confusing: the weights used on the summation of neighbor normals must represent the local behavior, independently of the number or the size of the neighbor elements. Some experiences suggest that a weight giving the angle around the node is more robust. Indeed, this local behavior implies the definition of a best neighbor node, in the sense that it will not break the mesh geometry (self-intersection, non manifold surface. . . ). But, here, we see it through mesh topology point of view. That is why a geometric improvement will follow in a next section.
Algorithm 3.2. Iterative convexification algorithm
Restore local mesh context end end until a convexification operation has not been done successfully ;
The local behavior around a node consists in defining if it is a saddle point (with a cone criterion) and its orientation. Many methods may help to compute this and works are still to do for a better definition.
Some of them use a local characterization by the curvatures (elliptic, hyperbolic, parabolic) with quadric fittings. However, these thecniques are limited to the curvatures of the first orders. In that sense, a high order curvature may produce a not detected saddle point.
Instead of this curvature characterization, we have defined as a cone like area, each area where the oriented sum of the angles around a node is below than 2π. This is not an equivalence with a non saddle point area but we prefer to reduce the convergence speed rather than damaging the mesh coherence. Figure 11 . Inscribed cone N ( n, θ) process.
Another approach was to compute the inscribed cone (or visibility cone) around a node (figure 17). In this approach, we use an iterative process over the neighbor triangles where one constraint parametrized cone projection. Hence, the cone N ( n, θ) is parametrized by an angle θ and a direction n. Starting with N 0 = N ( n 0 , 2π) (any n 0 ), the constraint is that the cone N i must have a projection in the basis defined by 2 successive triangles (coplanar triangles are eliminated). Then, we define N i+1 as the constraint given by the intersection between N i and its projection. This algorithm is described in an annex section.
Convexification improvements
Geometry preservation
Even if the last algorithm works for many realistic cases, sometimes, the procedure creates self-intersections for complex surfaces close to be self-intersected. This behavior cannot be solved by the standard algorithm ( figure 12 ). Instead of a complex volume mesh as we discussed at the beginning of this part, we can use an approximation based on a regular grid. By this grid, we tag all cells containing the surface (not only the vertices). Then, when the algorithm suggests a local convexification, we can check that the new faces created in this way do not intersect the mesh by checking only cells of the grid which contains a tag from the original mesh and a tag from the local convexification. If a intersection between the original mesh (without the neighborhood of the removed point) and the local convexification mesh is found, the local convexification will not be allowed. 
Laplacian/anti-laplacian smoothing
An additional tool may help the convergence of the algorithm. The laplacian/anti-laplacian smoothing provides an efficient way to solve singular area.
Consider p * the barycentric of neighbors points of p:
Consider α > 0, we define the laplacian α relaxed as:
The smoothing procedure using Laplacien/anti-laplacian is performed by applying a laplacien α relaxed followed by an other laplacian β relaxed with β < α. Good results were obtained with β = α. It should be noted that this step is clearly enhancing the mesh quality, but not necessary to the strict convexification (even nasty to a strict convexification due to the moving points induced). An additional projection step has to be done at each iteration for preserving the coherence of the sought bijection.
3D calculations
This section shows some 3D calculations of convexification. Figure 14 shows the first step of the convexification algorithm. Complex nodes due to the double saddle are removed, in first, since they are not constrained (these nodes are locally strictly concave). Figures 15 and 16 show some steps of the convexification process. These surfaces are not representative of surface faults but allow to test many features of the algorithms. These results are given by the 3D algorithm (section 3.2.3) without any geometry preservation algorithm (section 3.3.1) or smoothing (section 3.3.2). These convexifications require 40 and 49 (resp.) iterations of the 3D algorithm. As specified above, the boundary of the meshes is preserved. 
Annex: Visibility cone
Let N ( n, θ) be the visibility cone inscribed into the polyedral sector from the vertex p, of axis n and angle θ.
Consider a pair adjacent non-coplanar faces denoted by their base formed by the edges from p : ( u, v) and ( u, w) with u, v, w( In the rare case of two coplanar adjacent faces, these latter are treated as a simple face).
Let P be the change of basis P ( u, v, w)→R 3 ( n) = { u, v, w}. Letñ = P −1 ( n) be the image (projection) of n in the basis B = ( u, v, w). In what follows, . will denote the vector expressed in the canonical basis, while. will denote the vector expressed in the base B. The scalar product in B is defined by the matrix P t ·P , it means that x,ỹ B =x t P t Pỹ. In the same way, the norm in B is then written ||x||
We denoteũ the description of u on B, which means that Pũ = u.ṽ andw are defined similarly. Under these notations, we must verify that n is projected on the oriented faces ( u, v) and ( u, w). In other words: ñ 1 ,ũ B 0, ñ 1 ,ṽ B > 0, ñ 2 ,ũ B > 0 and ñ 2 ,w B > 0.
By considering an iterative process of n construction where this one is projected on B, then corrected to give n * = P (ñ * ) with newñ * 1 = P ( u, v, w)→( u, v) (ñ * ) andñ * 2 = P ( u, v, w)→( u, w) (ñ * ). Ifñ * 1 andñ * 2 are known, the estimation ofñ * will be immediate. First, in ( u, v), the permissible angular opening is defined by the interval I 1 = [max(0, α un1 −θ), min(α uv , α un1 + θ)]. In ( u, w), this one is described by I 2 = [max(0, α un2 −θ), min(α uw , α un2 +θ)]. To synthesize, the permissible angular opening in terms of these two directions is I = I 1 ∩ I 2 . Thus, we deduce the new opening angle of the cone N ( n * , θ * ) verify 2θ * ≤ |I|. n * 1 andñ * 2 are determined as the bisecting line of I according to planes ( u, v) and ( u, w) respectively. In other words, the angle α betweenñ * 1 andũ (and similarly betweenñ * 2 andũ) is equal to the average of the interval I. To determineñ * 1 we can use the relationsñ * 1 ∈ Span(ũ,ṽ),ũ ·ñ * 1 = ||ũ|| · ||ñ * 1 || cos(α),ṽ ·ñ * 1 = ||ṽ|| · ||ñ * 1 || cos(α uv − α) once moreñ * 1 = P (ñ * 1 ). Similarlyñ * 2 in the basis (ũ,w) (these relations can also be written in B only by using the appropriate norms and scalar products).
Thus, by seekingñ * 1 under the constraint ||ñ * 1 || B = 1 and with (n Therefore,ñ * = n uũ + n vṽ + n ww is simply determined by definingñ * 1 andñ * 2 in a common scale (this is due to the constraints on the projection of n, n . n * is immediately obtained by n * = P (ñ * ).
